PROGRAM ODOR STOP®
bioArcus Ltd.
…controlling the odor emissions…
Technologies/methods for removing of malodors offered by bioArcus
•

ANTI-ODOR BARRIER - innovative attitude for elimination of malodor emission - has significant
advantage in comparison to traditional deodorization. The concept derives from the possibility of using
adequate chemical components capable to stop and block malodor molecules. This can be ensured
only by using adequate spraying systems working at high/low pressures and allow for obtaining of the
- so called - “fog” which consisting of natural anti-odor products in water solution .

•

BIOLOGICAL AND CHEMICAL PRODUCTS APPLIED TO SEWAGE, SEWAGE SLUDGE
OR SPRAYED DIRECTLY ONTO SURFACES

•

BIOFILTERS
Our installations, adapted to particular client’s demands, working in:
refinery industry,
pumping stations,
- chemical, paper and food industries,
- waste treatment plants,
- waste water treatment plants,
- composting plants,
- landfills,
and other places like restaurants, hospitals, hotels etc.
-

BARRIER in closed area

BARRIER in open area i

CONTACT
bioArcus  Ltd.
Białostocka 22/9 str.
03-741 Warszawa,
POLAND
tel. (+48 22) 654 0575;
fax (+48 22) 654 0576;
www.bioarcus.pl;
e-mail: office@bioarcus.pl

products
Offered
anti-odor
(about 20 different types), do
not
contain
any
toxic
compounds for people, animals
or plants and do not formulate
any harmful by-products.
Our products are absolutely safe
and friendly for environment

ADVENTAGES

-

-

CONTAINMENT

ANTI-ODOR BARRIER
immediate elimination or significant decrease of malodor emission,
significant limitation of micro-pollutants/allergens emission’s range,
device can be activated/run according to necessity,
device can be transferred relatively easy,
device can be quickly installed (there is no necessary to obtain
any construction permits),
reliable/efficient service and consulting,
low cost of installation and exploitation.

BIOFILTERS
…to sewage manholes

…to vent sockets

…to WWTP

of pumping stations
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